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Medallion Mania Quilt
Yardage Amounts

Note: Amounts are generous

Project
Size

Wall Quilt
60 x 60 inches

Twin Size
60 x 96 inches

Queen Size
96 x 96 inches

Light Fabric
Includes OUTER border

3 yards 4-3/4 yards 8 yards

Dark Fabric
Includes INNER border

3/4 yards 1 yards 1-1/2 yards

Backing
40 inch wide,
Vertical Seam

4 yards 6 yards
9 yards

(2 seams)

Binding
Dark Fabric preferred

1/2 yard 3/4 yard 1 yard

Batting of Choice to fit project

Items you will need for the quilting -

Thread - Use whatever thread works in your quilting machine. For this project I
recommend having a VERY contrasting color of thread for the main part of the
quilting, a medium contrasting color of thread for the secondary quilting designs
and a thread color that matches the background fabric for the fill in quilting. The
fill in quilting will be almost “invisible” and will add texture when quilted.

For my class sample quilt I will be using white background fabric and dark purple
fabric. I will be using Signature, 100% cotton machine quilting thread in the
following colors - Purple Jewel (dark purple) for the main quilting design,
Lavender for the secondary quilting designs and White for the fill in designs.

Templates - We will be making circular feathered wreath designs for the
medallions in the quilting design. You can make the feathered wreaths one of two

Note - For this quilt, the QUILTING is the star!! Choose a Light / Background
fabric that is a solid or “reads” like a solid fabric. We want the quilting to
show! If you choose a busy print or a large scale print fabric, you will not be able
to see the texture of the quilting.
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ways. You can use the Longarm University Feather Guide templates in the
12 inch and 6 inch diameter sizes. OR you can make your own templates from
“piecing template” plastic. Instructions on how to make these templates will be
sent to you before the class begins.

For information on the Longarm University Feather Guides go to -
http://www.longarmuniversity.com/MQ-Templates/Feather-Guides.html

What is the difference between these templates? The Longarm University
Feather Guide templates is a two template set. One template looks like a donut
and is made from 1/8 inch solid translucent acrylic. This template is used to draw
the outer /inner dimension of the (circular) feathered wreath. The other template
is a “solid” circle of 1/4 inch solid translucent acrylic and we quilt around this
template to make the circular spine of the feather. Using this template set will
give your feathered wreaths a more precise look.

You can make your own templates - one that will look like a donut and one
that is a solid circle - from piecing template plastic, which is a little “floppy.”
These templates will work exactly like the Feather Guide templates, BUT, the look
will of the finished wreaths will be a little more “loose”. You will NOT be quilting
around these pieces. The piecing template plastic is available in most quilt / fabric
shops. I recommend getting this plastic in a 12 inch or larger sheets. If you can’t
find this size, then smaller sizes (8-1/2 x 11 inches is a usual size) can be used.
You will have to tape the smaller pieces of the piecing template plastic together
to form the larger sizes of the quilting templates.

Other items you will need -

If you are using the Feather Guide templates, you will need a base unit or table
for your quilting machine. DO NOT QUILT TEMPLATES WITHOUT A BASE
UNIT!!

Temporary Quilt Basting Spray - I prefer the June Taylor brand, but any brand
will work.

Marking pens of choice. I prefer the Fine Point Crayola Washable Markers.
Note - to remove the marker, the quilt MUST be washed in warm water, with
detergent, in a washing machine.

Straight edge rotary cutting rulers for marking registration lines.

Safety pins for pin basting.


